This issue marks our special anniversary issue of *Matter*, and what a doozy of a year. First, it must be stated up front that this celebratory issue is actually one month overdue---a belated anniversary issue. Our editorial team never would have predicted planning and finalizing this issue via Zoom meetings because of the COVID-19 pandemic. We invited contributions to this issue in early 2020, which already gave a relatively short window for PIs to prepare manuscripts. When the pandemic shut down labs and forced research groups to collaborate virtually, we decided to extend the deadline for submission. I'm sure everyone can appreciate the on-the-fly pandemic rescheduling.

That being said, we are extremely pleased with the result. This issue presents a birthday feast of curated materials science revels, consisting of two invited Perspectives, two Reviews, 11 original Research Articles, and multiple Previews (some to non-*Matter* research articles we could not pass up!). We made efforts to invite contributions from those who have yet to publish with *Matter* and do not reside on our editorial advisory board, but some friends are in the mix as well. The impressive collection of authors who agreed to submit speaks to the growing reputation of the journal, and we are thankful for their willingness to contribute, particularly in such trying times. I could not envision a more appropriate collection of articles to set the bar as we move into year two.

This year was our introductory year, and like a growing infant, we hit major milestones.

We learned to talk. A key goal of our first year was to get the word out about the journal, proclaim "hello world" to the materials science community, help you understand our aims, scope, and goals, and share our vision for the journal. You may have received one (or two) of our e-mails promoting the journal's content or have seen one of our editorial presentations (online or in person). Articles from the first twelve months of *Matter* have already been featured in the *New York Times*, *Washington Post*, *CNN*, *Popular Science*, and other news outlets. We are finding our voice in the field, and we invite you to help us develop it.

We learned to walk. Until the recent shutdown, our team was constantly on the road, attending conferences, scheduled site visits, and arranging meetings with a cross-section of potential authors---from emerging young faculty to more established researchers. In total, our team visited over 20 institutions and attended over 12 conferences, symposia, and other research meetings---local, national, and international. A great place to find us at a conference would be wherever the coffee is served. We also made ourselves available at numerous meet-the-editor sessions. In the future, make sure to say hello!

We learn from our older siblings. *Matter*'s launch was part of a growing lineup of physical science journals at Cell Press, including our most-related sister journals, *Chem* and *Joule*. Our launch and acceptance from the community would not have been as smooth and successful without our predecessors paving the way and acting as an example for us to follow. All of our editorial teams are growing, and we have learned a lot from each other. However, it would be amiss not to acknowledge the contributions of the respective editors-in-chief of *Chem* and *Joule*, Rob Eagling and Philip Earis. Team *Matter* is grateful for your leadership, support, and enthusiasm, and *Matter*'s editor-in-chief owes you a pint (or three).

Finally, like any growing child, we were grounded for the first time---quarantined due to a global pandemic. Unfairly, it was not for our own misbehavior. However, we are using this period for journal self-reflection, and hopefully, we can come up with some novel ideas and initiatives in the future, along with the physical science portfolio of Cell Press. Keep an eye on us.

With twelve issues behind us, while far from a veteran journal, we are beyond our rookie season and have entered our sophomore year. We've learned a few lessons along the way, and there are many people to thank.

First, we want to thank all the authors. Our first twelve issues contained 153 original Research Articles, along with numerous Reviews, Perspectives, Previews, Backstories, and Matter of Opinion articles. We are happy to say there are over 1,000 researchers who can proclaim they have "published in *Matter*." Clearly, content and science are our utmost priority, and we were humbled by the initial groundswell of interest. Thank you to the community for your continued contributions and support.

Second, we want to highlight our esteemed advisory board. It has grown to 81 members in the past 12 months (or so), ranging from early career to senior faculty from around the globe. We have leaned on them for expert advice, manuscript assessment, opinions, Research Articles, Reviews, and Previews, as well as in-house surveys and offline discussions that will help guide the future of the journal. Part of *Matter*'s ongoing success is attributed to the board, and we value your experience and wisdom.

Third, we are very proud of our position within the growing Cell Press physical science portfolio. As mentioned, we have a close relationship with our immediate predecessors, *Chem* and *Joule*. However, we interact constantly with *One Earth*, *Patterns*, *Cell Reports Physical Science*, *iScience*, and *Trends in Chemistry*. There are plans to expand our portfolio with new titles, and we look forward for the opportunity to pay-it-forward with our own experiences and support all upcoming launches. We want Cell Press to be the home for the most exciting physical science, be it chemistry, energy, materials, or...to be determined.

Finally, we want to thank the readers. If no one downloads and cites the papers in Matter, we have little motivation to recruit articles. Ultimately, the readers are our primary audience. Of course, we track numbers---page visits, downloads, and other metrics---but that is only part of the story. We prefer the prolonged discussions on Twitter, one-on-one meetings at conferences (or via Zoom), and comments on Reddit posts (well, most of the comments). Yes, downloads and citations are quantitative, but we'd rather make qualitative impact by making materials the forefront of science discourse and exciting scientific discovery.

Making matter *matter*.

We welcome you to help us celebrate the first 525,600 minutes of Matter...it's material.
